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Abst rac t - -We consider stochastic partial differential equations in domains with a random bound- 
avy. For the solution, we use earlier results with respect to solutions of nonstochastic partial differen- 
tial equations with random boundaries, from one side, and solutions of stochastic partial differential 
equations with nonrandom boundaries, on the other side. The last problem is related to the extrap- 
olation of stochastic fields. 
Keywords--General ized Gaussian random field, Stochastic partial differential equation, Random 
fine grained boundary. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In papers [1-3], the following problem was studied and solved. Let there be given a domain G in 
the three-dimensional Euclidean space and independent identically distributed random vectors 
(i.i.d.v.) Uz,  U2 . . .  on the probability space (~', A', P') and with values in G. Let us denote the 
following set by 
n 
an = G\ [_J s(vk, ~); 
k=l 
S(x, e) denotes the sphere with radius e and center x. Considering a nonstochastic partial differ- 
ential equation in Gn, one can ask when and how the limit of a solution will exist when n tends 
to infinity. 
A similar question can be posed in the case of a stochastic partial differential equation on the 
probabil ity space (~,,4, P).  It turned out that this problem is related to the extrapolation of 
stochastic fields. In paper [4], a theorem is formulated which characterizes the limit behavior 
of the solutions of stochastic partial differential equations in domains with more and more so- 
phisticated, but not random, boundaries. It seems natural to apply this result for the stochastic 
domain G~, i.e., a domain with randomly omitting spheres. We shall give a simple probabilistic 
lemma with independent interest which will be used to prove our theorem. 
2. STOCHASTIC  PARTIAL D IFFERENTIAL  EQUATIONS 
I t  was Ju. A. Rozanov who proposed a new method to study generalized Gaussian fields given by 
stochastic partial differential equations. In his papers [4-6], one can find the detailed description 
of these equations and some examples. In the sequel, I describe it briefly and follow his scheme. 
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Let L : C~°(T) ---* L2(T) be a linear, local operator, and S C T C R d be domains with 
boundary F --- OS. The following spaces are given: 
W=C~°(T)  W, 
where (~, ¢)w = (L~, L¢) is a seminorm and L can be extended on W; X = {x • D'(T) : (~o, x) 
continuous in II~ollw} = W* = L*LW, where L* : LW ~ D'(T); (~o,L* f)  = (L~,f )L  2, if 
• C~°(T) and f • LW; 
X(S)  ={x•X:suppxCS},  
F(S) = { f  • L2(T), supp f C S}, 
X+(F) = {x • X(F), x = L'g, suppg C T\S}  = X(F) A L*F(T\S) ,  
and H --- L2(~, A, P) is a Hilbert space of random variables with finite second moments. We 
assume that LW = L2(T). 
Setting r/: F(S) --~ H standard Gaussian white noise, i.e., it is linear, continuous and E( f ,  ~/) = 0, 
E( f ,  77)(g, rl) = (f, g)L 2 ; f, g, • F(S). Further ~r:  X + (F) --* H is linear and continuous. 
Let us say that ~ is a solution of the following random boundary problem: 
L~ = U in S, (2.1) 
= z c x+(r ) ,  (2.2) 
m 
if ~7 : x(S) --* H is linear, continuous, (L*f,~) = (f,~?) for all f E F(S) and (~,x) = (~r,x) for 
all x E X + (r). 
In [5], it is proven that problem (2.1), (2.2) can be solved and the solution is unique. In [6], 
the extrapolation is solved in the sense that having a realization of U outside of a domain, one 
can estimate the solution of (2.1). More correctly, let ~ satisfy equation (2.1) and let G c_ S be 
a domain, ~ = a{(f,~?), f e F (S -  G)}, ~ = E(~ I $'). Then, n~ = 0 in G and (~,x) = (~,x), 
z • X+(OG). 
3. EQUATIONS WITH MORE COMPL ICATED BOUNDARY 
AND A FUNDAMENTAL STATEMENT 
Let ~ be a solution of (2.1). Let ~n denote the solution of 
L~n -~ 0 in G~, (3.1) 
(~n,x) -- (~,x), x E X+(OGn), (3.2) 
where G~ g S. Outside Gn let {n = {" This means that {n is the extrapolation of ~ with the 
help of realization ~ outside G~. In [6], the following statement is proved on the limit behavior 
of ~ .  
STATEMENT (ROZANOV). Let ~n be the solution of (3.1), (3.2). The weak convergence ~n --~ u 
takes place iff when for any bounded B c_ S the limit 
lim meN ((S\Gn)B) = f C(t) dt 
n ~ O O  J 
B 
exists and u is the solution of t;.:e following boundary value problem: 
Lu = C.  ~? in S, 
(u ,x )  = x e x+(r ) .  
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In this theorem, we mean that (~n, x) converges for all x E X(S)  in the weak sense, i.e., in the 
weak topology given on H. 
Let U1 ,U2, . . .  be i.i.d.v, on (f~f,,4~,P ~) with values in S C R d, and with continuous density 
function ~, further let ~/n = U iL1  s (u i ,  en) ,  and G,  = S \7n .  
THEOREM. The weak convergence ~ --* u in H = L2(~, A, P) takes place P~, a.s., if 
d l ime n . n = a, O <_ a < co. 
?~--*00 
/ [  
d l ime n .n=co ,  and lim en=/3 ,  0<<_13<co, 
;¢~ --400 n~OO 
then ~n --* u in the norm of  L2(~ x ~t, .4 x A ~, P x P ' ) .  F~om the l imit function u = limn--,oo ~n, 
we get as the solution 
Lu = C .  77 in S, 
(u ,z )  = (~r,x), x c x+(r ) ,  
where C(t) = 1 - e -~w~(t) i f  a < co, and w d means the volume of  unit sphere in Rd; further, 
C(t )  = XA~(t) is an indicator function, with A~ = {t :3s,~(s) > 0, t E S(s,/3)} i f  a = co. 
The proof has a technical part which uses Rozanov's theorem and the following lemma, char- 
acterizing the volume of the union of random spheres. 
LEMMA. I f  limn--.oo e d • n = a, 0 _< a < co, then for any bounded B c S, we have 
nli~m~mes (3'n A B)=/B  (1 -e  -aw~( ' ) )  dr, 
a.s., and in mean square too. I f  limn-~oo ed • n = co and lim,-,oo en =/3, 0 _< /3 < co, then for 
any bounded B C S, limn--.oo mes(Tn Q B) = mes(B A A~) in mean square. 
4. PROOF OF  LEMMA 
Let us denote the random variables by Y~ = mes(~NB) .  First, we prove that the expectations 
E lm converge, and later, we estimate the variances D2yn. 
Let Xi, X denote the following indicator functions: 
1, t c S(u~,e.), 
x~(t) = 0, t~S(U~, ~.), 
1, t ~ 7n, 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
n 1 We have x(t )  = 1 -  I - L=1( -x i ( t ) )  and for any t, x i ( t )  are i.i.d, random variables. From Fubini's 
theorem, 
B B 
On the other side from the independency of xi ( t )  [n ] 
EYn=f__ I -H( I -Ex i ( t ) )  dr. 
J B i=1  
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One can get easily that  
EXi(t) = P(x i ( t )  = 1) = P(IU~ - tl < = f 
s(t,c~) 
[(s )] EY~ = f _ 1 1 - ~(s) ds dr. q]  
B S(t,e~) 
~(s) ds, and 
(4.1) 
and from this 
lilnoo 1 -  1 -  qo(s) ds =XA~(t).  
S(t,~.) 
If  t ~ A~, then for large n 
~(s) ds=O,  
S(t,c..) 
and this gives again (4.2). From Lebesgue's theorem mad from (4.1), we get 
lim EY,  = f XA~ (t) dt = mes(B N A). 
19,---400 
B 
In the case when l imn- .~ e d • n = a < oc, using the continuity property of ~ one can get 
lim n f qa(s) ds = ot~(t)Wd, 
n ---} OO 
lira 1 - qa(s) ds = e -a~(t)w". 
n--*oo ( t,e~ ) 
Using again Lebesgue's theorem and (4.1), we have 
lim EY~ = f (1  - e -~( t )wQ dr. (4.3) 
J 
B 
= = n 1 Let us denote by ((t) 1 - x(t) 1--[i=1( - xi(t)),  then D2yn = D2(mesB - mes(~/n M B)) = 
D 2 f ((t)  dr. Fubini's theorem gives 
B 
D2Yn = E / f ( ( ( t )  - E( ( t ) ) ( ( (s )  - Ef (s ) )d t  ds 
B B 
Using the independency of xi(t), we get 
n 
Ef ( t ) f ( s )  = H E(1 - xi(t))(1 - Xi(s)) = 
i=1 
H P(IUi - tl > en, [Ui - sl > en) = 1 -  




In the case when limn-~ooed, n = c~ and l imn- .~cn = 13, we get that  for t E Aft = {t : 
3s, ~(s) > O, t E S(s, 13)}, and for large enough n there exists ~(t) > 0 such that  
f ~(s)~(t), ds > 
s(t,~.) 
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This result gives [( / n 
o2~ __ / /  1 ~/v/dv 
B B S(t,e.)US(s,e,) 
- 1 - ~(v )  dv  1 - 
S ( t ,~)  
/ 
s(s,e,) 
dt ds. (4.4) 
In case lim~_~c~ e d • n = c~, lim~-.o~ en = fl, for s,t E A~, ( / )n 
lirnoo 1 -  ~(v) dv 
S(t,c~)uS(s,~) 
=0.  
If s,t ~ A~, then for large n, 
1-  ~(v) dv = l - s (  ~(v) dv = 1 -  ~(v) dv 
S(t,e~)uS(s,c~) S(s,~) 
=1.  
From these relations and Lebegue's theorem, one can get 
lim D2yn = O. 
n ---+OO 
d In case limn--,oo e,~. n ---- a < c~, from (4.4) we get 
B It-s]<_~ 
[ ( /  1 / / l d tds+ f ~(v)dv-  ~(v)dv 
B B S(t,e~) S(s,e~) 
dt ds. 
Using the inequal i ty 
[ (1 -a -b )n - (1 -a )n(1 -b)n[<n.a .b ,  O<a,b; a+b<l ,  
we get 
1 
D2yn <_ c. - ,  (4.5) 
n 
where the constant c depends on B, a and d. So we proved the mean square convergence of yn. 
Further,  we shall prove that  in case limn-.oo e d • n ---- a < oo, the sequence of random variables 
Yn has a l imit a.s. I t  is known (see, e.g., [7, p. 201]) that  Y,~ - ,  Y, a.s., if for any r it is t rue that  
OO ~n=l P(maxn2<k<(n+l) 2 [Yk -- Y[ _> r) < oe. Let 
Y =/ (1  - e - '~w~(t))  dt. 
B 
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It is easy to see that  
) P(  max IYk--Yl>r <P(  IYn2-Y]> 2) 
~,n2<_k<(n+l)2 -- _ __ 
+P ( max [Yk-Y[>r,  [Yn, -Y '< [ )  
n 2 _<k<(n+l) 2 -- 
and, on the other hand, for n large enough from (4.3), (4.5) 
P IYn2-YI>~ <C~--- 
_ _ 7~2 
where CI depends on B, ~, d and r. Further, 
P max ]Yk Y[ >_ r, [Yn2 Y] < <- P n2_<k<(n+l)2 n2<_k<(n+l)2 
From the definition, for k > n 2, 
Yn 2 = mes B U S(Ui, e~2 , 
i=1 
Yk= mes BU S(Ui, ek = mes 
i=1 
which gives 
lYk -gr i l l -  
B N S(Vi, ek) U U S(U i ,ek )  , 
Li=I i=n2-t-1 
n 2 n 2 ]g 
mes US(U, ,ek)-  mes ~=lS(U,,en2 ) +mes U 
i=1 i=n2-h l
If n 2 < k < (n + 1) 2 one gets 
2 d 
_ _ eklW d + 2nen2Wd. [Yk Yn21<- n len2 d d 
S(U~, ek). 
P ( max IYk - YI > r~ < C1-1  
\n2<_k<(n+l)2 - -  ] n 2' 
and the mentioned result from [7] states in this case that Yn --~ Y a.s. This proves the lemma. 
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